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Abstract: From both human translators (HT) and machine translation (MT) researchers’ point of
view, translation quality evaluation (TQE) is an essential task. This is especially the case, when language
service providers (LSPs) face huge amount of request frequently from their clients and users to acquire
high-quality translations. While automatic translation quality assessment (TQA) metrics and quality
estimation (QE) tools are widely available and easy to access, human assessment from professional
translators (HAP) are often chosen as the golden standard (Han et al., 2021). One challenge that comes
to this point is this: to avoid the overall text quality checking from both cost and efficiency perspectives,
how to choose the confidence sample size of the translated text, so as to properly estimate the overall text
or document translation quality? This work carries out such an motivated research to correctly estimate
the confidence intervals (Brown et al., 2001) regarding the sample size of translated text, e.g. the amount
of words or sentences, that needs to be taken into account for confident evaluation of overall translation
quality. The methodology we applied for this work is from Bernoulli Statistical Distribution Modelling
(BSDM) and Monte Carlo Sampling Analysis (MCSA). 1
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We start the experimental investigation of translation quality evaluation (TQE) by assuming that the
errors in translated text are evenly distributed, and no more than one error per translated sentence. This
assumption is placed as a random seed of our statistical modelling. While this assumption may be questioned, in our experimental evaluations, it proves that the starting value of random seed does not affect
the overall model learning and the solutions to be reached. With this even distribution assumption of
each sentence regarding translation errors, having error probability p with value 1 and no error probability 1 − p with value 0, each sentence represent a random variable in the modelling. This situation forms
the Bernoulli statistical distribution. When the sample size n is significantly smaller than the overall
population N , the standard derivation of sample measurement falls into the following formula:
s

σ=

p · (1 − p)
n

The confidence interval CI, using the Wald interval (Newcombe, 2012)), will be:
CI = p ± ∆
where ∆ is the product of standard deviation and factor 1.96 (when confidence level 95% is chosen)
(Agresti and Coull, 1998).
s

∆ = 1.96 · σ = 1.96 ·

p · (1 − p)
n

When the sample size n is comparable to the population size N , e.g. in a smaller translation evaluation
project, the standard deviation is calculated as bellow and the ∆ value updates correspondingly:
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Fig. 1: Error density value with sample size variation from 100 to 2K sentences.
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We carried out a case study using high quality translation with error density 0.07 (p value) and ∆
value chosen as 0.02. Thus the confidence interval falls into 0.07 ± 0.02, i.e. from 0.05 to 0.09. Then the
corresponding confident sample size n is inferred to be 625 sentences. To simulate the practical situation
where the errors can come from different translators and different types, and span into a different weight
across the translated text and documents, we applied the Monte Carlo sampling analysis, using a sample
size of 2000 sentences and 95% confidence level (Fig. 1).
We investigate into another study on post-editing distance (PED) measurement for TQE, using confidence intervals regarding average PED scores depending on the sample size. Because PED score can be
greater than the sentence length, we normalise the PED score to [0, 1] by the formula:
P EDn = 1 − tanh(c · P ED)
where c is a weighting parameter for PED value. The confident ∆ value simulation according to sample
size is shown in Fig. 2.
The estimated average sample size using P EDn with confidence interval ±Delta is shown in Fig. 3,
which indicates that the confidence interval starts to fall out of control when the sample size is less than
200 sentences.
In brief summary, this work investigates into confidence interval estimation for translation quality evaluation task, which has been an important role among language service providers and Informatics related
fields, including machine translation (MT) and natural language processing (NLP). We used Bernoulli
Statistical Distribution Modelling (BSDM) and Monte Carlo Sampling Analysis (MCSA), and gave concrete feed-backs and guidelines regarding practical situations when translation quality evaluation (TQE)
is deployed.

Fig. 2: Confident Delta value variation with sample size.

Fig. 3: Mean PEDn value variation with increasing sample size using a 95% confidence level.
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